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OPPORTUNITY/CHALLENGE 

Chemical Looping is an exciting new area of Reaction Engineering.  Reactions which normally involve 
oxidation in air or oxygen are instead split into two separate reactors, where the oxygen is provided 
by solid metal oxide particles.  We have taken this concept and applied it to the industrial oxidation of 
ammonia to produce nitric acid.  The traditional route for the production of Nitric acid is shown 
below.  It involves the Haber-Bosch process (1910) and the Ostwald Process (1902).  It consumes a 
substantial amount of natural gas or coal to produce nitric acid or ammonium nitrate, both of which 
contain no carbon atoms in the final product. 

 

The new chemical looping process which was invented by the IITB-Monash academy (funded by Orica 
Ltd) is shown below coupled with another new process invented at Monash for the production of 
ammonia. 
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The successful student will take the existing semi-batch system and modify it to develop a lab-scale 
continuous reactor system for the ammonia-metal oxide reaction.  In the previous research, the semi-
batch reactor had only a high conversion for a short period before the depletion of oxygen from the 
metal oxide led to side reactions.  This project will aim to demonstrating close to 100% conversion for 
the continuous reaction.  A key component of this is the optimisation of the metal oxide particle, 
where particle size and surface chemistry are both critical.  The development of the metal oxide 
particle and its surface characterisation will be one of the major activities undertaken at IITB.  Reactor 
modelling studies will also be undertaken there.   
 

PREREQUISITES - UNITS, DEGREE, EXPERIENCE OR RESTRICTIONS ON STUDENT TYPES 

This project is suited to a Chemical Engineering graduate, but a Mechanical, Energy or Materials 
Engineering graduate, or Chemistry graduate would also be considered. 
 

FURTHER INFORMATION 

Please contact the lead supervisor, Dr Andrew Hoadley  
E: Andrew.Hoadley@monash.edu  
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